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A Career Resource for ALL Librarians!
Exceptional for new librarians, seasoned professionals, those entering supervisory

roles and Directors!

To accomplish the goals set out within these pages Lee and Wu gathered an all-star team
of approximately two dozen librarians from across the nation to share their collective

wisdom and provide meaningful guidance and insight into the art and science of
librarianship. The end result is a “must-have” resource that belongs within short reach of
librarians everywhere.

While library courses may provide students with the basic “nuts and bolts” of librarianship,
experience alone is the only effective manner by which many of the more challenging
aspects of the profession can be learned. This important contribution by Lee and Wu charts a
course to aid librarians in their efforts to shorten the length of time between class work and
real-life events by bringing the experiences of seasoned librarians that have walked the path
into the pages of this work. With this work in-hand you will no longer feel alone in your
career!

Those fresh out of school will find value in the chapter “Interviewing 101: Tips and
Strategies for Successful Interviewing,” while others will appreciate the chapter, “Managing
Office Politics.” Seasoned librarians feeling somewhat “stuck” will benefit from “Jump-
Starting Your Career: Change Is Good,” or perhaps “So You Think You Want to Be an
Academic Library Supervisor?” Those in a new supervisory role can lean on this resource
for answers to matters such as, “Advice to the New Middle Manager,” “Supervision 101,”
and “Customer Service: A Step-by-Step Guide to Assisting Your Patrons.” Finally, for
librarians considering the ultimate leap to becoming a Director, this work is well-stocked
with advice on leadership, management, budgeting, construction, disaster planning, public
relations/marketing, and more!

With hundreds of years of experience tucked into this handy resource you can be assured of
success throughout your career. Order your copy from Hein today!
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BEYOND THE BOOKS:
PEOPLE, POLITICS, AND LIBRARIANSHIP

By Leslie A. Lee & Michelle M. Wu



CELEBRATING DIVERSITY
A Legacy of Minority Leadership in the American

Association of Law Libraries
By Carol Avery Nicholson, Ruth Johnson Hill, and Vicente E. Garces

“This book is itself a reason to celebrate. It chronicles the increasing richness and ethnic
diversity in our profession; it recognizes the significant contributions made by these members;
and it celebrates the leadership of many pioneers within the Association. This book is a look

back at where we have come from and a look forward at some of our younger leaders who will
define the future of the profession.”

—Past President Robert L. Oakley (2001-02), Foreword

This work consists of three sections reflecting the pendulum’s swing from past to future:
“Early Giants,” with biographical information and insights on librarians such as George

Strait, Allen Mercer Daniels and Judy Dimes-Smith; “A Legacy of Leadership,” which highlights
minority contributions to the AALL legacy of leadership in the field of law librarianship; and
“The Future,” which focuses on the next generation of minority law librarians.

Celebrating Diversity contains demographic data from 199 minority law librarians obtained in an
electronic survey (the text of the questionnaire is included as an appendix) providing
information on the level and variety of their professional activities and on reflections on
recruitment to the field of law librarianship. The authors used the U.S. Labor Department
definition of minority: Black/African-Americans, Asian-Americans (and Pacific Islanders),
Hispanic/Latino-Americans and Native Americans. Sales of the work will help support the
AALL George A. Strait Minority Scholarship Endowment. Order yours from Hein today!
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